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Summary

This Data Adequacy Report (DAR) of the Oil Platform Leak Challenge is a deliverable to DG Mare under
the North Sea Check Point project (Growth and Innovation in the Ocean Economy – Gaps and Priorities in
sea basin and observation data MARE/2012/11: North Sea) contract reference SI2.658142. This
challenge has addressed the stages of work required to provide input for emergency response to
pollution incidents, including limitations of severe time pressures. The results of the first emergency
response (within 24 hours) and refined assessment (within 72 hours) have been reported separately (van
der Wal et al., 2016a&b) and are summarised in this report. The assessment was made using available
data in order to provide an understanding of whether suitable data sets are available. All data gathered
has been recorded in the data adequacy assessment database, made available via the project website
(http://www.emodnet.eu/northsea/data) and listed in this DAR.
The simulated oil leak involved an accident at the Brent Delta Platform (on 10/05/2016, 8:15 CET)
causing a leak of about 5000 m3 of oil per day at a depth 229ft, which was to be sealed after 48 hours.
The oil spill trajectory was modelled by GNOME. A geographical information system (ESRI ArcMap) was
used to ascertain whether the trajectory of the spill came near features such as shipping routes, other oil
and gas infrastructure, bathing beaches and marine protected areas. All data sets were assessed based
on the following criteria: contribution; location; commercial; attributes; delivery; usability. The way in
which these criteria are to be understood is explained in Table 3. Twenty eight data sets were used for
this challenge. Most of these data sets passed all criteria. For nine data sets not all criteria were true, of
which seven were related to the usability (i.e. could not be readily used in systems to solve the
challenge). The available data was sufficient to predict the fate/trajectory of the oil, even within 24
hours. For both winds and water currents data covering the region of interest was available. However,
both lacked information in some grid cells near the coast. This information had to be interpolated from
the available information. Also, there is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hindand a forecast, publicly available and free of charge. Therefore different sources had to be used and
combined for hind- and forecast winds data .For the 72 hours assessment there was sufficient time and
data available to validate some assumptions made for the preliminary assessment regarding the time for
the oil to reach the sea surface and the platform structure.
The information available on the locations under threat, i.e. nature values and/or tourist beaches was
limited, even after 72 hours. Tourist beach locations were not available within 24 hours. Data was
retrieved within 72 hours but was limited (especially at the Shetland Islands). Details on Natura 2000
areas could not be retrieved within 24 hours but could be retrieved within the time frame of 72 hours.
However, information remained limited and experts had to be consulted. Although not specifically
required as output for the preliminary assessment, it could not be predicted whether the oil would reach
main shipping routes because the spatial coverage of shipping route locations did not completely match
the affected area. There was a lack of fishery data and/or importance of areas at sea to fisheries. Again,
experts were consulted to address data limitations.
In summary, the following limitations to data availability and adequacy have been identified: spatial
coverage of shipping lanes; fisheries activities; distribution data of birds, sea mammals, fish and benthic
species; winds and currents data near shore; single hind- and forecast winds data source (publicly
available and free of charge); data format; time frame of current forecasts; frequency of updates; and
the reliability of the availability of required data.
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1

Introduction

This report is a deliverable to DG Mare under the North Sea Check Point project (Growth and Innovation
in the Ocean Economy – Gaps and Priorities in sea basin and observation data MARE/2012/11: North
Sea) contract reference SI2.658142. The work was undertaken by IMARES with input from the project
members HR Wallingford Ltd and McAllister-Elliot & Partners (MEP). This report is part of a series of Data
Adequacy Report (DAR) presenting the findings for a completed challenge, in this case the Oil Platform
Leak Challenge. Other challenges are: Wind farm; Marine protected areas; Climate and coastal
protection; Fisheries management; River inputs; and Marine environment.
The Oil Platform Leak Challenge has addressed the stages of work required to provide input for
emergency response to pollution incidents, including limitations of severe time pressures. The
assessment was made using available data in order to provide an understanding of whether suitable data
sets are available.
All data gathered has been recorded in the data adequacy assessment database, providing a searchable
record of each of the data sets reviewed and the results of its evaluation were considered for one or
more challenges. The database is in the process of being made available via the project website
(http://www.emodnet.eu/northsea/data).
Although each of the challenges requires a result to be produced from the exercises being undertaken, it
is the process of gathering, appraising and using the data to meet that outcome which is most important
in informing the overall objectives of the North Sea Checkpoint project.
In this context it should be noted that assessing data quality within a challenge is a continuous process
through each stage of a challenge: data gathering, initial appraisal of the data, analysis and quality
assurance of results, providing different insights into the accessibility and usefulness of a data sets at
each stage.
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2

Aim

The Oil Platform Leak challenge will serve as a case study for the availability of data, the required
response time for a preliminary (within 24 hrs) and complete impact assessment (within 72 hours) and
to aid in identifying possible data and knowledge gaps. The expected outcome of this challenge is an
understanding of whether suitable data sets are available to provide sufficient input for emergency
response to pollution incidents, including an appreciation of the conditions of severe time pressures and
the constraints that may put on data availability.
The main aim of this challenge as specified in the project brief was to:
1.

Determine the likely trajectory of the slick resulting from a (simulated) leak at an oil platform
and the statistical likelihood that sensitive coastal habitats or species or tourist beaches will be
affected;

2.

Provide a preliminary assessment of the likely impact of the oil within 24 hours of the start of the
challenge;

3.

Provide a refined assessment within 72 hours;

4.

Provide a post-challenge critique of the data availability and suitability for use within the
reporting of the challenge.

This report describes the fourth and final aim of this challenge; the data adequacy. The three other parts
have already been performed and are reported in van der Wal et al. (2016 a,b).
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3

Context

The location and severity of a simulated oil leak at an oil platform has been provided to IMARES by DG
Mare via email on Tuesday, May 10, 2016 11:24 AM, with the following notification: “At 8:15 CET this
morning (10/05/2016), an accident took place while dismantling the Brent Delta Platform. About 5000
m3 of oil per day leaked from the platform at a depth 229ft. It is anticipated that the leak will be sealed
after 48 hours.”
The result of the first emergency response within 24 hours has been reported separately (van der Wal et
al., 2016a) and describes the likelihood of sensitive coastal habitats and/or tourist beaches being hit by
oil contamination (executive summary of the 24h report is included in Appendix A). A second response,
within 72 hours, was also reported separately (van der Wal et al., 2016b) and provides improved
predictions and other relevant details that cannot be determined within the first 24 hours (executive
summary of the 72h report is included in Appendix B). This DAR addresses the final aim of this challenge
and evaluates the data availability and suitability for emergency response to oil pollution incidents
considering the time pressures related to the first and second assessment.
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4

Modelling and analysis method

4.1

Trajectory modelling and geographic analysis

The methodology that we arrived at for the Oil Spill Challenge was a two-phase approach consisting of
first modelling the oil spill trajectory using dynamic and forecasted data and second performing a
geographical analysis to determine whether the trajectory of the oil spill endangered critical components
of natural environment or areas important to human activities. The geographical analysis relies on static
data sets.

4.1.1

Oil spill trajectory modelling

The GNOME (General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment) model was selected for the North Sea “oil
platform leak challenge”. The main selection criteria were 1) suitable for the task, 2) not already used in
other Sea Basin Checkpoint Projects and 3) affordable (in this case free of charge). In this report, we
briefly describe the model. For a more in depth description of GNOME we refer to the technical
documentation provided with the model (Zelenke et al., 2012a and 2012b; NOAA 2002, Lehr et al.
2000). GNOME was developed by the Emergency Response Division of NOAA's Office of Response and
Restoration to predict the possible route, or trajectory, a pollutant might follow in or on a body of water,
such as an oil spill. GNOME calculates a "best estimate" where the oil spill is likely to end up and a
"minimum regret" using conservative assumptions that cause it to spread over a much wider area. It
includes output as a movie and this was used to visualise the results. Because GNOME does not cover all
the aims of the challenge considering potential impacts on ecology or human activities, post-analysis of
the oil spill track information as modelled by GNOME is performed in GIS (ArcGIS).
GNOME is an Eulerian/Lagrangian model, i.e. represents spilled oil as so-called Lagrangian particles,
where each particle reflects a certain amount of oil. The particles are simulated to move around in space,
driven by wind, current and random processes (i.e., diffusion). By tracing these particles, information
about the fate of oil can be obtained. For such simulations in GNOME and post-analysis, the following
four elements are essential:
•

Model settings;

•

Map data;

•

Movers (driving the movement of simulated oil particles);

•

Spill information.

The required data to model the movement of the oil (trajectory) was wind (speed and direction) and
water current. This type of data was retrieved from the MyOcean website (currently available as
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service at http://marine.copernicus.eu/ and augmented with
forecasted wind data from Global Marine Net.
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4.1.2

Geographical analysis

In order to produce a map to simulate an oil spill, data sets are required for geographical information:
•

A geographical information system (ESRI ArcMap) was used to ascertain whether the trajectory
of the spill came near features such as shipping routes, other oil and gas infrastructure, bathing
beaches and marine protected areas.

•

Shipping lanes locations and densities were available from an earlier EU-project “Windspeed”
(http://www.windspeed.eu/).

•

European data sets were used to indicate bathing beaches and Natura 2000 sites, available from
the European Environment Agency (EEA) website (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps).

•

Bathymetry was taken from the European Marine Observation and Data Network (EMODnet),
(www.emodnet-hydrography.eu)

•

And several more data sets also depending on the location of the challenge can be added (see
also Table 1).

Further details on the model setup and the simulated oil spill can be found in the Challenge reports that
were put out at 24 and 72 hours (van der Wal et al.,2016a, 2016b), available from the project
website (http://www.emodnet.eu/northsea/data).

4.2

Data adequacy assessment

Data adequacy is reported under the six value assessments used for screening the data.
1.

Contribution – Does the data contain the right parameters?

2.

Location – Does the data cover the correct time / space location?

3.

Commercial – Are the commercial terms acceptable?

4.

Attributes – Does the data have the correct attributes?

5.

Delivery - Can the data be provided to match the timeframe of the challenge?

6. Usability – Is the data format and supporting information suitable for the purpose?
The methodology for this process, designed by HR Wallingford, is described in detail in HR-Wallingford
2014 and 2015).
The results of the screening are presented in section 6.2.
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5

Data

An overview of the data sets used in the oil platform leak challenge is given in Table 1.
As appendix C to the report a list of all evaluated data sets has been made available.
Table 1: Summary of data used for the oil platform leak challenge (in near chronological
order of decisions being made and data sets being identified).
Inspire
Theme

Name

Source URI

GNOME

http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/oil-and-chemicalspills/oil-spills/response-tools/gnome.html

2.1 Elevation
3.15
Oceanographic
geographical
features
1.8
Hydrography

EMODNET Gridded Bathymetry
GSHHG, A Global Selfconsistent, Hierarchical, Highresolution Geography Database

http://portal.emodnet-bathymetry.eu/
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/pwessel/gshhg/

NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS
_FORECAST_PHYS_004_001_b

http://www.myocean.eu/web/69-myocean-interactivecatalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id
=NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_004_0
01_b

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OB
SERVATIONS_012_004

http://www.myocean.eu/web/69-myocean-interactivecatalogue.php?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id
=WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_012_004

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions
3.5 Human
health and
safety
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

GRIB Files from GMN Marine
Weather Services

http://www.globalmarinenet.com/grib_downloads.php

Bathing Water Directive Status of bathing water (EEA)

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/bathingwater-directive-status-of-bathing-water-5#tab-europeandata
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/natura5#tab-gis-data

2.1 Elevation

Natura 2000 data - the
European network of protected
sites (EEA)

Natural England, GIS Digital
Boundary Datasets

http://www.gis.naturalengland.org.uk/pubs/gis/GIS_Regi
ster.asp

Marine Protected Areas,
Norwegian Environment
Agency

http://kartkatalog.miljodirektoratet.no/map_catalog_servi
ce.asp?servicename=vern

R Project for Statistical
Computing
R Studio
Python
ArcGIS - ESRI
ncBrowse
European Coastline 2013
(updated 2015)

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.rstudio.com/
https://www.python.org/
http://www.esri.com/
http://www.epic.noaa.gov/java/ncBrowse/
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/eeacoastline-for-analysis-1
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Inspire
Theme
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.18 Habitats
and biotopes
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.4 Land use
1.7 Transport
networks
1.7 Transport
networks
3.19 Species
distribution
3.4 Land use
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.19 Species
distribution
3.4 Land use
3.4 Land use

Name

Source URI

Maritime Boundaries 2005

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-andmaps/data/maritime-boundaries

EU SeaMap - Seabed Habitat

http://www.emodnet-seabedhabitats.eu/

NoordzeeLoket - Natura2000
Noordzee

http://www.noordzeeloket.nl/projecten/noordzee-natura2000/

ICES Working Group on Spatial
Fisheries Data
FerryTravel.com

http://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGSFD.asp
x
https://www.ferrytravel.com/ferries-ferry-to-norway.htm

MarineTraffic.com (AIS)

https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/

Obis SeaMap

http://seamap.env.duke.edu/

VisitNorway.com
RegionStavanger-AttractionsBeachesAndBathing
Jærstrendene (ProtectedArea)

https://www.visitnorway.com/maps/
http://www.regionstavanger.com/en/Attractions/Beaches
-and-bathing/
http://www.miljodirektoratet.no/old/dirnat/attachment/2
8/Rapport%2020071b%20Emerald%20rapport%20engelsk.pdf

NationalMPA_Norway_backgrou
nd

http://www.naturbase.no

Seabird distribution

http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/482985

BenthisTrawlingImpactAssessment
Shetland.org-Beaches

http://www.benthis.eu/en/benthis/Results.htm

ListOfCrudeOilProductsWikiPedia.org
CrudeOilAssays-EkofiskBlendStatOil

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_crude_oil_products

http://www.shetland.org/things/explore-nature/beaches

http://www.statoil.com/en/OurOperations/TradingProduct
s/CrudeOil/Crudeoilassays/Pages/EkofiskBlend.aspx
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6

Results

6.1

Challenge output

The result of the first emergency response within 24 hours has been reported separately and describes
the likelihood of sensitive coastal habitats and/or tourist beaches being hit by oil contamination (van der
Wal et al., 2016a, executive summary included in Appendix A). A second response, within 72 hours, was
reported and provides improved predictions and other relevant details that could not be determined
within the first 24 hours (van der Wal et al., 2016b, executive summary included in Appendix B). This
underlying report, the DAR, addresses the final aim of this challenge and evaluates the data availability
and suitability for emergency response to oil pollution incidents considering the time pressures related to
the first and second assessment.
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6.1.1

Oil spill trajectory

An overview of the impacted location during 120 hours after the beginning of the Brent Delta spill is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Overview of the impacted location during 120 hours after the beginning of the Brent Delta spill
(best guess and no regret simulation). Star indicates position of spill. Line indicates EEZ boundary
between Norway and UK. Light grey dots indicate position of oil after 6 hours, darker grey dots are later.
Final predicted position of oil (at 15 May, 14:15 CEST) has a light grey halo (best guess) or a white halo
(no regret). The rings showing around the Shetland Islands and on the Norwegian Coast indicate a
distance of 100 km that foraging seabirds nesting at Noss or Kjørholmane may travel. Yellow squares are
oil and gas platforms.

6.1.2

Geographical analyses

The location of the challenge was close to the northern edge of the area that we needed to be prepared
for and as a result a few additional data sources and data sets were needed. Below these are presented
in some detail: Presence of ships (Figure 2), Fishing activity (Figure 3), Expected ecological impact on
sea mammals, birds and habitats, Marine and coastal protected areas under threat, Tourist beaches and
bathing facilities at risk. More details are available in van der Wal et al. (2016b).
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Figure 2: Screenshot showing presence of ships at an arbitrary point in time during the challenge, based
on AIS-data, in the area of the simulated oil spill around Brent Delta.
(https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/).

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of different fisheries: left Otter trawls, 2012 (ICES-WGSFD, 2012) hours
fishing as per the legend shown, right mixed fisheries targeting a.o. Nephrops (Nielsen et al., 2014)
swept area increasing from yellow to red. Data as shown represents a whole year.

Expected ecological impact has been considered for marine mammals based on information from OBIS
SeaMap (http://seamap.env.duke.edu/) as well as consulting with co-workers (outside the challenge
team) with specific expertise. For seabirds the assessment was made using information on seabird
species listed as protected and e.g. breeding in protected areas. Again specific co-workers were
consulted a.o. to get an estimated range for how far out at sea the majority of seabirds might travel to
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gather food. Sea bed habitats were assessed based on the EModNet Seabed Habitat map, while coastal
habitats were mainly assessed based on information gleaned from coastal protected areas.
Threats to protected areas were assessed using already available data sets on protected areas, marine as
well as coastal. The available data was added to by checking with national websites on nature
conservation areas for both Norway as well as the Shetlands to ensure that no vital protected areas
would be missed.
Risk to tourist beaches and bathing facilities needed further information as the Norwegian coast is not
covered by the EEA data set on water quality at such locations (Blue Flag). There are tourist beaches
situated at the Norwegian coast (Figure 4). These could potentially be impacted by the spill. Shetland
also has tourist beaches which can also be impacted, for which we could not find a map. However, it is
unlikely that the tourist beaches are used intensively at this time of year (May). Further information on
tourist beaches can a.o. be found on the website of the Region Stavanger
(http://www.regionstavanger.com/en/Attractions/Beaches-and-bathing/ ). Bathing water quality is
monitored in Norway, most often by the municipality and reported by these also on the internet.
However there are many municipalities with beaches and they assume local knowledge.

Figure 4: Locations of tourist beaches as listed at https://www.visitnorway.com/maps/. The numbers
showing inside the white circles indicate the number bathing locations/beaches in that area.

6.2

Data adequacy

6.2.1

Overview

The data used for the oil platform leak challenge is summarised in Table 2. All data sets have been
evaluated based on 6 criteria, which are listed in Table 3. An evaluation of all data sets considered or
used for this challenge is presented in Annex D. This Annex also includes additional reasoning for the
values.
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Table 2: Summary of data used for the oil platform leak challenge.

Location

Commercial

Attributes

Delivery

Usability

Contribution

Value Criteria

RQ.Wind.OS001-GNOME

True

True

True

True

True

True

DT.Oil .OS002-EMODNET Gridded Bathymetry

True

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS003-GSHHG, A Global Self-consistent,

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS009-Natura 2000 data - the European network of True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS036-R Project for Statistical Computing

n.a.

True

True

True

True

True

DT.Oil .OS037-R Studio

n.a.

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS038-Python

n.a.

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS039-ArcGIS - ESRI

True

n.a.

False

True

False

True

DT.Oil .OS040-ncBrowse

n.a.

True

True

True

True

True

DT.Oil .OS041-European Coastline 2013 (updated 2015)

True

True

True

True

True

True

RQ.Oil .OS043-EU SeaMap - Seabed Habitat

True

True

True

True

True

True

DT.Oil .OS045-ICES Working Group on Spatial Fisheries Data True

True

True

True

True

True

DT.Oil .OS048-Obis SeaMap

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS049-VisitNorway.com

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS050-RegionStavanger-Attractions-

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS051-Jærstrendene (ProtectedArea)

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS052-NationalMPA_Norway_background

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS053-Seabird distribution

True

True

True

True

False

True

DT.Oil .OS054-Benthis-TrawlingImpactAssessment

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS055-Shetland.org-Beaches

True

True

True

True

True

False

DT.Oil .OS057-ListOfCrudeOilProducts-WikiPedia.org

True

Null

True

True

True

Null

DT.Oil .OS058-CrudeOilAssays-EkofiskBlend-StatOil

True

Null

True

True

True

Null

Data set

Hierarchical, High-resolution Geography Database
RQ.Oil .OS004NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_004_001_
b
RQ.Oil .OS005WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_012_004
RQ.Oil .OS006-GRIB Files from GMN Marine Weather
Services
RQ.Oil .OS008-Bathing Water Directive - Status of bathing
water (EEA)
protected sites (EEA)
DT.Oil .OS013-Oil and Gas Production in Denmark 2013 and True
Subsoil Use
DT.Oil .OS014-SubSeaIQ website, page specific to South
Arne

BeachesAndBathing
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Table 3: Criteria as defined for the data adequacy evalutaion, including guidance on how
to set as either true or false.
Value
Criteria
Contribution

TRUE If the data set parameters are useful to solving then challenge, otherwise FALSE

Location

TRUE if the temporal and spatial location of the data sets are relevant to solving the challenge, otherwise FALSE

Commercial

TRUE if the commercial terms (prices, licences) are compatible for solving the challenge, otherwise FALSE. A data does not need to
be free to be used, but price proportionate to the challenge

Attributes

TRUE if accuracy, precision and resolution etc. of the data are sufficient to solve the challenge, otherwise FALSE. Note temporal and
spatial coverage is dealt with in Location

Delivery

TRUE is the data can be delivered in time to solve the challenge. Otherwise FALSE. Includes continuation of supply

Usability

TRUE if the data can be readily used in systems to solve the challenge. FALSE otherwise. Note condition is normally false when the
data is in an obscure or legacy encoding or has a non-intuitive or incorrect data structure.

Note:
If any criteria is unknown then it must be FALSE. In a few cases n.a. for not applicable or NULL have been used where neither TRUE nor FALSE were
deemed applicable.

Data sourcing (includes accessibility, availability of metadata, data standards, costs)
Sources for the data required to feed into and run the model to generate an oil spill track (i.e. currents
and wind predictions) have been identified. The following sources were used as input:
•

Water current: EU's Copernicus marine service forecasting system (www.MyOcean.eu), providing
forecasts for five days every 6 hours.
1

Water current data are retrieved from the MyOcean.eu , website and are based on the Forecasting
Ocean Assimilation Model 7km Atlantic Margin model (FOAM AMM7). This is a coupled hydrodynamicecosystem model, nested in a series of one-way nests to the Met Office global ocean model. FOAM
has been recommended as a hydrodynamic model of interest for the North Sea basin (Actimar,
2015). The hydrodynamics are supplied by the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO)
with an Analysis Correction (AC) data assimilation scheme for sea surface temperature. This is
coupled to the European Regional Seas Ecosystem Model (ERSEM), developed at Plymouth Marine
Laboratory (PML). The hourly instantaneous water current data (product id: NORTHWESTSHELF
ANALYSIS FORECAST PHYS 004 001 b; METO NWS PHYS HI AGG) holds a top, bottom and middle
layer with a 1/15° latitudinal resolution and 1/9° longitudinal resolution (approximately 7km square).
The model was validated with data measured near Liverpool. The validation showed that the model
was better at predicting hourly instantaneous currents, rather than residual currents. The data can
be downloaded free of charge.
•

1

Wind: EU's Copernicus marine service forecasting system (www.MyOcean.eu), providing hindcasts
for 6 hour intervals; the satellite communication company Global Marine Net
(GMN, www.globalmarinenet.com) for wind forecasts.
In contrast to the water current data, it was challenging to retrieve wind data with complete spatial
coverage for both hind- and forecasts. Surely there are commercial products available, however, in
the current project we chose to work with publically available information. This means that the hindand forecast had to be retrieved from different sources. Hindcast wind data is estimated from
observations and from ECMWF operational wind analysis with a horizontal resolution of 0.25x0.25
degrees and 6 hours in time. Other free product available for the North Sea area are e.g. HIRLAM
MyOcean (http://www.myocean.eu.org/) was a European project which provides ocean data from Mercator-Ocean forecasting.
The MyOcean information includes observations, analysis, reanalysis and forecasts describing the physical state of the
ocean and its primary biogeochemical parameters. It also contributes to research on climate by providing long time-series of
reanalysed parameters. Currently Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) is the successor to
MyOcean and can be reached at http://marine.copernicus.eu .
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(FMI or MetNo) and SKIRON (Actimar, 2015). Because forecast wind data is not provided by
MyOcean, use is made of the automated mailing service provided by GMN. This service automatically
mails a seven day forecasts on a daily basis. The data can be downloaded free of charge.
The data provided by MyOcean is easily accessible from the website. However, some of the data on
MyOcean was unavailable at one point in time (although not during the rehearsal nor the challenge).
Although this was observed only once, this is an important issue because in real spill response events,
the reliability of the availability of required data is vital.
The main data sources used for the geographical (post-)analysis were an earlier project WindSpeed
(http://www.windspeed.eu) and data available from the EMODnet Data Portals (www.emodnet.eu) and
the EEA Data Catalogue (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps). The latter two are free to access.
The data collected for the WindSpeed project is not freely available, but was sourced predominantly from
public sources as well. Further information on data sources can be found in Table 1 and in Appendix C.

Key findings data sourcing
The required data for the assessment is available from different publically available sources. Two sources
have been used: MyOcean and Global Marine Net
Data on MyOcean was unavailable at one point in time
There is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hind- and a forecast, publicly
available and free of charge
Required data can be downloaded free of charge

Spatial coverage (Data gaps/conflicts)
For both winds and water currents data covering the region of interest was available. However, both
lacked information in some grid cells near the coast, this information had to be interpolated from the
available information. This process is described in the next section (data applicability).
The GIS data sets as used has sufficient data coverage for most of the study area. They were somewhat
lacking for the location where the real challenge was located.

Key findings spatial coverage
The North Sea is sufficiently covered
Data lacked information in some grid cells near the coast

Data Applicability to challenge (fitness for purpose, covering data formats, resolution, …)
The data may need some (minor) modifications before it can be used in the model considering the format
of the available data versus the required data format (i.e. file type, variable names). R (The R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna) scripts are used for extracting and modification of data.
Water current data
The hourly instantaneous water current data are retrieved from the MyOcean.eu website (product id:
NORTHWESTSHELF ANALYSIS FORECAST PHYS 004 001 b; METO NWS PHYS HI AGG). The data holds a
top, bottom and middle layer with a 1/15° latitudinal resolution and 1/9° longitudinal resolution
(approximately 7km square). The data is in a netcdf file format and needs some minor modifications
before it can be used in the GNOME model (which also requires a netcdf file). An R script is used to
extract the required variables (northward and eastward components of the currents in the top layer)
from the original file and rename the variable names to what the GNOME model expects.
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The water current data only provides data for grid cells that are situated in the water body (left in Figure
513). Note that there are some grid cells near the coastline without water current data. This will pose a
problem in the GNOME model as simulated oil particles that end up in these grid cells (without current
data), will no longer move (i.e., the simulated particles get trapped in those grid cells). Therefore the
function ‘na.approx’ from the ‘zoo’ library in R is used for simple inter- and extrapolation of the water
current data to grid cells with missing data. This extrapolation step also produces current data on land
(right in Figure 513). Although this is not realistic, this is not a problem as simulated particles are not
able to move further on land once they are beached. Furthermore, it is a necessity to inter- and
interpolate the currents, to avoid particles getting trapped in void grid cells. It should be noted that the
water currents near the coast and estuaries are not very reliable.
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Figure 5: An example of the extrapolation of current data. Green represents land, white represents
water. Dashed grey lines mark the grid cells. The blue arrows in the left panel represent the data as
extracted from MyOcean.eu. The blue arrows in the right panel represent the data after extrapolation.

Wind data
The wind hindcast data is retrieved from www.myocean.eu (product identifier: WIND GLO WIND L4 NRT
OBSERVATIONS 012 004). This Global Ocean winds product is based on the IFREMER CERSAT Global
Blended Mean Wind Fields and includes wind components (meridional and zonal), wind module, wind
stress. They are estimated from scatterometers ASCAT and OSCAT retrievals and from ECMWF
operational wind analysis with a spatial resolution of 0.25° by 0.25° and a 6 hour time interval. The data
is provided as a netcdf file.
The wind forecast data are provided in the GRIB file format and are based on the National Weather
Service, NOAA, Wave Watch III model yielding 7 days forecasts at 6 hour intervals and at a 1.25° by 1°
(longitude and latitude) spatial resolution. To read the GRIB file format third party software (WGRIB
v1.8.1.2a) is used together with the ‘rgdal’ package in R.
The following steps (implemented in R) are executed in order to combine and pre-process the hindcast
and forecast wind data for the use in the simulation (details are given below this list):
•

Resample the forecast data to higher resolution to match the hindcast data resolution

•

Merge the hindcast data with the most recent forecast data file

•

Fill gaps in time between hind- and most recent forecast data with older forecast data

•

Inter- and extrapolate wind data onto land

•

Save the data in a netcdf format conform GNOME’s requirements

The spatial resolution of the forecast data is artificially increased to 0.25° by 0.25° to match the
resolution of the hindcast, using the ‘resample’ function from the ‘raster’ package in R. After merging the
hindcast with the most recent forecast file, there is a gap of approximately a day in the wind data. This is
because the most recent hindcast is approximately a day old. This gap is filled with older forecast files.
As with the water current data, where data is only provided in the water body, wind data is only given
above seawater. In order to avoid simulated particles to get trapped in grid cells with no wind data, a
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procedure (identical to that applied to water current data, see above) is applied to inter- and extrapolate
the data to those cells.
Finally, the variable names are adjusted to match what the GNOME model expects and the file is saved
as a netcdf file.
Current forecasts as available from MyOcean are currently limiting the length of time the simulation of an
oil spill can be taken into the future.
Data sets both at MyOcean.eu as well as at GlobalMarineNet.com are updated once per day (around
11:00 in the morning). These processes rely on other models being run and completing their updates and
reporting. This is important to consider when attempting an update of the assessment e.g. from the 24
hours to the 72 hours assessment (no new forecasts can be made till afternoon). As mentioned before, in
real spill response events, the reliability of the availability of required data is vital.
Lack of data on location of fishery effort and/or importance of areas at sea to fisheries is limiting the
possibility to assess the impact that an oil spill accident may have on fisheries in general.
The GIS data sets as selected for the challenge have a content that makes them applicable for the
challenge. For the Brent Delta location the shipping data as well as data on fisheries was found to be not
as good as could be wished for.

Key findings data applicability
The data needed some (minor) modifications before it can be used considering the format of the
available data versus the required data format (i.e. file type, variable names)
Winds and currents data are limited near shore (see also data coverage) and had to be processed before
use to generate full coverage
The hind- and forecast wind data had to be retrieved from different sources (see also data coverage)
which led to the following implications:
Spatial resolution of the forecast data had to be artificially increased to match the resolution of the
hindcast
Merging the data left a gap of approximately a day which had to be filled with previous forecast files
Time limitations:
Available data is updated only once per day (around 11:00 in the morning) which limits the possibilities
for updating the assessment
The data allows a prediction of impact for up to 7 days in the future, thus limits the time frame of the oil
spill response
Lack of data on location of fishery effort and/or importance of areas at sea to fisheries
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6.2.2

Contribution – Does the data contain the right parameters?

For the modelling of the oil spill trajectory the combined current and wind data sets each had the
correct parameters, although the naming of variables had to be adjusted to match the fixed
assumption from the GNOME model. These two data sets as combined and interpolated from two
separate sources are key to making the chosen approach work. In addition a set of spatial data sets
on human activities, including marine and coastal protected areas as well as on some additional
physical and biological characteristics of the North Sea, have been selected, because they deliver
useful information about relevant issues with respect to assessing an oil spill.

6.2.3

Location – Does the data cover the correct time / space location?

Spatial
For both winds and water currents, data covering the region of interest was available. However, both
lacked information in some grid cells near the coast, this information had to be interpolated from the
available information. This process has already been explained in an earlier paragraph.
Temporal
Current forecasts as available from MyOcean are currently limiting the length of time the simulation of
an oil spill can be taken into the future.

6.2.4

Commercial - Are the commercial terms acceptable?

The commercial terms are considered acceptable. All data could be downloaded free of charge.
In contrast to the water current data, it was challenging to retrieve wind data with complete spatial
coverage for both hind- and forecasts. Surely there are commercial products available, however, in
the current project we chose to work with publically available information. This means that the hindand forecast had to be retrieved from different sources.

6.2.5

Attributes – Does the data have the correct attributes?

Sources for the data required to feed into and run the model to generate an oil spill track (i.e. currents
and wind predictions) have been identified. The following sources were used as input:
•
Water current: EU's Copernicus marine service forecasting system (www.MyOcean.eu), providing
forecasts for five days every 6 hours.
Water current data are retrieved from the MyOcean.eu 2, website.
•

Wind: EU's Copernicus marine service forecasting system (www.MyOcean.eu), providing hindcasts
for 6 hour intervals; the satellite communication company Global Marine Net
(GMN, www.globalmarinenet.com) for wind forecasts.

The data provided by MyOcean is easily accessible from the website, however, some of the data on
MyOcean was unavailable at one point in time (although not during the rehearsal). Although this was
observed only once, this is an important issue because in real spill response events, the reliability of
the availability of required data is key.
The majority of the GIS data sets used come with an attribute table, that allows for filtering the data
based on criteria that matter to the oil spill challenge as well as other issues. As such the available
2

MyOcean (http://www.myocean.eu/) is a European project which provides ocean data from Mercator-Ocean forecasting.
The MyOcean information includes observations, analysis, reanalysis and forecasts describing the physical state of the
ocean and its primary biogeochemical parameters. It also contributes to research on climate by providing long timeseries of reanalysed parameters. It has changed name since the start of the North Sea Checkpoint Project and is
currently available as Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) at http://marine.copernicus.eu/ .
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attribute data is generally adequate. In some cases a dataset may provide a link or information that
aids in locating additional information available from external data source (mostly web sites).

6.2.6

Delivery - Can the data be provided to match the timeframe of the
challenge?

Data sets both at MyOcean.eu as well as at GlobalMarineNet.com are updated once per day (around
11:00 in the morning). These processes are themselves reliant on other models being run and
completing their updates and reporting. This is important to consider when attempting an update of
the assessment e.g. from the 24 hours to the 72 hours assessment (no new forecasts can be made till
afternoon).
The data provided by MyOcean is easily accessible from the website, however, some of the data on
MyOcean was unavailable at one point in time (although not during the rehearsal or the real
challenge). Although this was observed only once, this is an important issue because in real spill
response events, the reliability of the availability of required data is vital.
For the GIS data sets the delivery model is not as critical as for the wind and current data. For those
the daily updates were vital and more frequent would have been beneficial. Updates of GIS data are
mostly available about once a year and the on-demand access as provide by the web sites is mote
than adequate.

6.2.7

Usability – Is the data format and supporting information suitable?

The data may need some (minor) modifications before it can be used in the model considering the
format of the available data versus the required data format (i.e. file type, variable names). The
computer language R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna) has been used to build
scripts used for extracting and modifying data.
Water current data
The hourly instantaneous water current data are retrieved from the MyOcean.eu website (product id:
NORTHWESTSHELF ANALYSIS FORECAST PHYS 004 001 b; METO NWS PHYS HI AGG). The provided
data was extracted and modified (a.o. renamed and interpolated) using R script to prepare it for use
with GNOME. Further details on this have already been supplied in 6.2.1 under Current data

Wind data
The wind hindcast data (product identifier: WIND GLO WIND L4 NRT OBSERVATIONS 012 004) is
provided as a netcdf file, whereas the wind forecast data are provided in the GRIB file format. To read
the GRIB file format third party software (WGRIB v1.8.1.2a) is used. The hindcast and forecast data
are combined using an R script; the steps involved have explained in more detail in 6.2.1 under Wind
data.
The selected GIS data sets were –in general- found to be usable for the challenge. A few data sets
were identified that would benefit from improvements: a.o. shipping density, fisheries effort (by type
of fishery, seasonality). Also for some ecological data (fish, seabirds, marine mammals) improvement
on both location as well as seasonality would be welcome. However there are limitations on this that
also need to be considered. The distribution of organisms and the timing of ecological events (like
hatching of chicks, spawning) are heavily influence by weather/climate conditions and thus difficult to
predict reliably. This is true when extrapolating previous observations into the future as well as
applying modelling approaches. Returning to fisheries, the limited predictability of the ecology of fish
is something that fishermen must cope with. It is something that puts a limit on how predictable maps
of fisheries intensity can be.
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6.3

Key data gaps

Key findings data sourcing
•

The required data for the assessment is available from different publicly available sources.
Two sources have been used: MyOcean and Global Marine Net

•

Data on MyOcean was unavailable at one point in time

•

There is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hind- and a forecast,
publicly available and free of charge

•

Required data can be downloaded free of charge

Key findings spatial coverage
•

The North Sea is sufficiently covered

•

Data lacked information in some grid cells near the coast

Key findings data applicability
•
The data needed some (minor) modifications before it can be used considering the format of
the available data versus the required data format (i.e. file type, variable names)
•
Winds and currents data are limited near shore (see also data coverage) and had to be
processed before use to generate full coverage
•
The hind- and forecast wind data had to be retrieved from different sources (see also data
coverage) which led to the following implications:
o
Spatial resolution of the forecast data had to be artificially increased to match the
resolution of the hindcast
o
Merging the data left a gap of approximately a day which had to be filled with
previous forecast files
•
Time limitations:
o
Available data is updated only once per day (around 11:00 in the morning) which
limits the possibilities for updating the assessment
o
The data allows a prediction of impact for up to 7 days in the future, thus limits the
time frame of the oil spill response
•
Lack of data on location of fishery effort and/or importance of areas at sea to fisheries
The following has been identified as a first/ indication of data gaps limiting the preliminary assessment
(24h report):
•

Tourist beaches

•

Shipping lanes

•

Details on the Natura 2000 areas are not yet addressed

After additional effort was made in retrieving missing data for the refined assessment (72h report),
the following has been identified as final data gaps:
•

Tourist beaches (especially the locations of tourist beaches at the Shetlands)

•

Shipping lanes

•

Fisheries activity on a time scale shorter than a whole year

•

Distribution data of seabirds and marine mammals. Possibly also other biological distribution
data on e.g. fish and benthic species. This is not caused by absence of survey data (which
may be scarce nonetheless), but is caused by the non-existence of (geographically explicit)
data sets that are prepared and ready for use. However as the usefulness of such data is also
strongly dependent on the specifics of e.g. an oil spill incident, getting the details right for
both the geographical detail and the correct time scale will remain difficult.

Spatial coverage
For both winds and water currents, data covering the region of interest was available. However, both
lacked information in some grid cells near the coast, this information had to be interpolated from the
available information. Also, there is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hindand a forecast, publicly available and free of charge. Therefore different sources had to be used and
combined for hind- and forecast winds data.
•

Applicability
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o

The data needed some (minor) modifications before it could be used in the model
considering the format of the available data versus the required data format (i.e. file
type, variable names). R scripts were used for extracting and modification of data.

o

Winds and currents data are limited near shore.

o

Current forecasts as available from MyOcean are currently limiting the length of time
the simulation of an oil spill can be taken into the future.

o

Lack of data on location of fishery effort and/or importance of areas at sea to fisheries
is limiting the possibility to assess the impact that an oil spill accident may have on
fisheries in general.

o

Data sets both at MyOcean.eu as well as at GlobalMarineNet.com are updated once
per day.This limits the frequency with which updates of oil spill trajectories can be
made available.
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7

Discussion

7.1

Model selection

There are several models that can be used to simulate an oil spill. Some highly sophisticated models
are available for this purpose, but come with a commercial license. As for the present exercise a
preference for publically available data exists, a publicly available model was selected. MEDSLIK would
qualify, but is already selected for the Mediterranean challenge. In contrast the GNOME model was
selected for the North East Atlantic challenge. De Jong (2004) is one of the sources that helped in the
selection process.
The GNOME model is a straightforward instrument with easy to use graphical user interface. As a
down-side, the nice interface does not allow for case specific modifications of the model and some
predefined settings (such as oil composition) have to be used.
The GNOME model is two-dimensional (2-D) in space. The third dimension (depth) is currently not
included, limiting the model mostly to surface drift of the oil. Accurate near field modelling (including
jet characteristics of momentum flux, buoyancy flux, and outfall geometry) of a spill (e.g., resulting
from a blow-out) is not possible with the GNOME model. Third party (commercial) software (such as
CORMIX) could be used to achieve this. This was considered out of scope for the present rapid
response challenge and was therefore not included.
To get the overall movement the u (east-west) and v (north-south) velocity components from
currents, wind, diffusion, and any other movers are added together at each time-step using a forward
Euler scheme (a first-order Runge-Kutta method). Although higher order approaches are more
accurate (and require more computational time), the uncertainty in input data is expected to be the
limiting factor for the model output certainty.
Temperature of neither water nor air is a parameter in the model. However, temperature is an
important factor that affects oil behaviour (such as evaporation rate). In that respect the GNOME
model is limited as it does not address effects of temperature. By applying ADIOS 2, a corrected mass
balance can be calculated, taking into account the water temperature. The ADIOS 2 model was applied
to the current case.

7.2

Data

The OGP IPIECA Oil Spill JIP published a series of reports, available on the project website
at: http://oilspillresponseproject.org/ . One of these reports (Actimar, 2015) provides information and
recommendations on modelling and metocean databases. Based on selection criteria, hydrodynamic
and wind models and metocean data for oil spill modelling were recommended for 25 different marine
regions. For the North Sea basin the recommended hydrodynamic models of interest are (Actimar,
2015):
•

Forecast:
MIKE (DHI, Denmark); FOAM AMM Shelf Sea (UK MetOffice); OPTOS/COHERENS (MUMM,
Belgium);

•

Hindcast:

POLCOMS; FOAM AMM (UK MetOffice).
Atmospheric models of interest for the North Sea basin are (Actimar, 2015):
•

Forecast:
Unified Model (UK MetOffice); HIRLAM (Denmark, Finland, Netherland, Norway);
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•

Hindcast:
NORA-10 (Met Norway); Global (e.g. ERA-Interim, ECMWF).

Useful meteocean observation databases for the North Sea basin are BODC and MyOCEAN (Actimar,
2015a).
Please note that the main source of wind and current data MyOcean (currently known as Copernicus
Marine Environmental Monitoring Service / CMEMS) makes use of some of the same source as
identified by Actimar (2015a).
The data sets as available from MyOcean were adequate for the task, but during the preparation
phase it was observed that spill trajectories rarely reached the shores. A solution was implemented
that interpolated the current data to a higher resolution (quadrupled). Thanks to pre-existing
experience in handling and converting data, this was an achievable fix. A fix that was comparable to
the approach that was required to combine the observed winds from MyOcean with the forecasted
winds source from GlobalMarine.
The majority of data sets that were used in the post-analysis in GIS is or comes from sources that can
be considered official. Access and accuracy of the data is easy and good. In a number of cases the
update frequency is low at once a year or less. On the other hand unless on-line, real-time access is
available a continuously updating data set is not practical as well. For one reason it complicates
repeating an analysis, unless a fresh archive copy is made of the used data sets with each iteration.
The level of on-line access that organisations currently prefer to offer is that of the Web Mapping
Service (WMS). It allows outside viewing of a ready-made representation of the data, but a WMS does
not expose the attributes of the data for analysis. This is what a Web Feature Service (WFS) does
offer. Thus for outside uses that require analysis of geographical data sets a WFS option should be
made available. This could be on request, with either a limit on the period or with a – preferably low fee .

7.3

Spill information

Oil characterization data is usually a requirement for spill trajectory and fate models. The Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project has developed guidelines on oil characterization (IPIECA-OGP, 2013).
However, considering oil properties, the GNOME model uses a limited number of predefined oil types.
When more specific results on weathering of the oil spill is required, this can be achieved by using
separate weathering modelling afterwards.

7.4

Timeline of the Oil Spill Challenge

7.4.1

Phase 1: Preparation

From the start of the project a 6 month period was available to prepare for the oil spill challenge. This
period was used to select the proper tools and make these operational. That included ensuring having
suitable data sets available on human activities, like locations of oil and gas platforms, pipelines,
cables, ports, shipping activity, tourist beaches, protected areas etc.. These are more or less static.
Access to the dynamic and forecasted data sets needed to feed into the oil spill trajectory model
needed to be ensured and tested also for reliability. Scripts were written and tested to smoothly
prepare that data.
At the end of phase 1 a rehearsal was held to check that the level of preparedness was sufficient to
meet the timelines and requirements of the challenge.
The rehearsal results are published on the project website. It was successful.
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7.4.2

Phase 2: Waiting for the challenge and maintenance

The next phase was planned to last about 18 months during which the challenge could come at any
time – where DG-MARE kindly co-operated in agreeing to have a challenge fit mostly within normal
business hours and outside of peak holidays. The project team at IMARES was after all small and not
part of an organisation that is fully geared towards 24/7/365 true responsiveness to full-blown oil
spills.
Data availability
During the approx. 22 months until the challenge, the availability of the main data streams (winds and
currents) had to be checked and repaired a couple of times.
In some cases My Ocean (nowadays: Copernicus Marine Environmental Monitoring Service or CMEMS)
gave notice that data sets would be updated. In almost all cases this was not disruptive to the
challenge. As advertised the technical improvements made by Copernicus in preparing the data did
not lead to changes to the downloads that were made available. However tests were required to
ensure this. One or two times the download scripts needed to adjusted slightly due to minor changes
in the naming of the data sets. On a few occasions CMEMS has had unexpected outages as well as
some planned ones. Luckily these did not coincide with the challenge.
The forecasted winds were sourced from Global Marine Net and delivered by an e-mail-bot. This
delivery system proved to somewhat susceptible to disruption, the steady delivery of nearly the same
message is picked up by spam hauses and on three occasions this has led to a break-down. The
disruption has gone unnoticed for a few weeks on one occasion; the others were picked up on much
sooner. After noticing the disruption it took another week to restore normal flow of data. This meant
checking that the e-mail reception was not blocked within our own organisation, then notifying the
webmaster at Global Marine Net. After some mails had been exchanged between the involved parties,
this has always led to a solution.
Data updates
The most static data sets were also checked ca. two times during the maintenance period whether
better or updated versions had become available. As a result a.o. the Natura 2000-data and the oil
and gas platforms data set were updated.
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8

Conclusions and recommendations

This Oil Platform Leak challenge answers to the following question:
Are suitable data sets available to provide sufficient input for emergency response to pollution
incidents, including an appreciation of the conditions of severe time pressures and the constraints that
may put on data availability? In the text below this question will be answered in detail.
Data availability and adequacy under severe time pressure (within 24 hours)
First part of emergency response to pollution incidents is a predicted oil spill trajectory on the one
hand and an indication of the type of the threatened location as e.g. coastal habitat or species or
tourist beach on the other hand within 24 hours.
•

Predicted oil trajectory:
o

The available data was sufficient to predict the trajectory/fate of the oil.

o

For both winds and water currents data covering the region of interest was available.
However, both lacked information in some grid cells near the coast, this information
had to be interpolated from the available information.

o

Also, there is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hind- and a
forecast, publicly available and free of charge. Therefore different sources had to be
used and combined for hind- and forecast winds data.

•

Type of threatened locations:
o

The information available on the locations under threat, i.e. nature values and/or
tourist beaches was limited.

o

Tourist beach locations were not available within 24 hours and details on Natura 2000
areas could not be retrieved within the limited time frame.

o

Although not specifically required as output for the preliminary assessment, it could
not be predicted whether the oil would reach main shipping lanes because the spatial
coverage of shipping lane locations did not completely match the affected area.

Data availability and adequacy with extended time (within 72 hours)
Next part is to describe the locations that are most likely to be under threat, based on an improved
predicted trajectory of the oil slick and a more detailed description of the areas, within 72 hours after
the oil spill incident.
•

Predicted oil trajectory:
o

The trajectory of the oil slick was predicted using the same data sources providing
updated data sets. Thus the same limitations as for the 24 hours report remained for
the refined assessment (i.e. lack of winds and water currents data near the coast and
different sources had to be used and combined for hind- and forecast winds data).

o

There was sufficient time and data available to validate some assumptions made for
the preliminary assessment regarding the time for the oil to reach the surface and the
platform structure.

•

Type of threatened locations:
o

The information available on the locations under threat remained limited.

o

Although information on tourist beaches could be retrieved (the Blue Flag data set as
available from the EEA), data was lacking, especially at the Shetland Islands.

o

The spatial coverage of shipping lanes was still incomplete.

o

Lack of data on location of fishery effort and/or importance of areas at sea to
fisheries. Some information on fisheries activities could be retrieved (mainly by
consulting fisheries experts).

o

Information on Natura 2000 areas was available and could be retrieved within the
time frame of 72 hours. Additionally, information on the importance of the potentially
affected area for seabirds and marine mammals during that time of year could be
retrieved (mainly by consulting seabird- and marine mammal experts).
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The following is recommended to address identified data gaps:
•

Spatial coverage of shipping lanes: Provide locations of shipping lanes with complete coverage

•

Fisheries activity on a time scale shorter than a whole year: Provide Vessel Monitoring

of the North Sea, publically available and free of charge.
Systems (VMS) for the North Sea, publically available and free of charge. Acknowledging that
this type of information could be confidential thus requiring care and thorough consideration.
•

Distribution data of seabirds, marine mammals, fish and benthic species: Make better use of
available survey data, i.e. identify existing monitoring data and convert this information into
available and suitable data sets.

•

Winds and currents data are limited near shore: This should be addressed by the data
provider or other suitable data sets should be made publically available and free of charge.

The following limitations to data availability and adequacy have been identified:
•

There is no single winds data source covering the region with both a hind- and a forecast,
publicly available and free of charge: This should be addressed by the data provider or other
suitable data sets should be made publically available and free of charge.

•

The data needed some (minor) modifications before it could be used in the model considering
the format of the available data versus the required data format (i.e. file type, variable
names): This should be addressed by the data provider or other suitable data sets should be
made publically available and free of charge. Another option would be to provide suitable R
scripts for such data extraction and modification to the public.

•

3

Current forecasts as available from MyOcean are currently limiting the length of time the
simulation of an oil spill can be taken into the future: This should be addressed by the data
provider or other suitable data sets should be made publically available and free of charge.
However, this may be a limitation that cannot be easily solved. The current forecast is
dependent on the meteorological forecasts (wind) and with the changeable character of the
weather of the North Sea an improvement in weather forecasting will have to be achieved
first.

•

Data sets both at MyOcean.eu as well as at GlobalMarineNet.com are updated once per day: A
higher frequency of updates could be considered as this would ease limitations when acting
under severe time pressures.

•

The reliability of the availability of required data is key. Some of the data on MyOcean was
unavailable at one point in time (although not during the challenge): the access to data
should be ensured at all time. As was the delivery by mailer-bot of the GlobalMarine wind
predictions.

3

Presently Copernicus Marine Enviroment Monitoring Servcme (CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/) is successor of the
MyOcean website.
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9

Quality Assurance

IMARES utilises an ISO 9001:2008 certified quality management system (certificate number:
187378-2015-AQ-NLD-RvA). This certificate is valid until 15 September 2018. The organisation has
been certified since 27 February 2001. The certification was issued by DNV Certification B.V.
Furthermore, the chemical laboratory of the Fish Division has NEN-EN-ISO/IEC 17025:2005
accreditation for test laboratories with number L097. This accreditation is valid until 1th of April 2017
and was first issued on 27 March 1997. Accreditation was granted by the Council for Accreditation. The
scope can be found at the website of the Council for Accreditation (www.rva.nl).
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Appendix A Preliminary assessment (24h)
Executive Summary
An “Oil Platform leak” challenge was performed by IMARES with the objective to test the adequacy of
data currently available for the North Sea basin for impact assessment of an oil spill as part of
emergency response. On Tuesday, May 10, 2016 11:24 AM, we received an email from DG MARE with
the notification that about 5000m3 of oil per day leaked from the Brent Delta Platform with an
expected duration of 48 hours.
The GNOME model was used to simulate the oil spill. At the end of the simulation (90 hours after the
spill) 36% is evaporated and dispersed, and 64% is floating. As a worst case, only 1% of the total
amount of spilled oil could beach, posing a threat to coastal habitat/species in the UK and Norway, as
indicated by the crosses (beached oil) in the figure below. Identified data gaps limiting this preliminary
assessment are a lack of data on tourist beaches and shipping lanes in the area of concern and details
on the Natura 2000 areas are not yet addressed. These issues will be addressed within the complete
impact assessment and/or the main report.

Overview of the impacted location after the Brent Delta spill according to the best guess and no regret
simulation.
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Appendix B Refined assessment (72h)
Executive Summary
An “Oil Platform leak” challenge was performed by IMARES with the objective to test the adequacy of
data currently available for the North Sea basin for impact assessment of an oil spill as part of
emergency response. On Tuesday, May 10, 2016 11:24 AM, we received an email from DG MARE with
the notification that about 5000m3 of oil per day leaked from the Brent Delta Platform with an
expected duration of 48 hours. A preliminary impact assessment was provided 24h after the spill. Here
we provide a 72hh update of the assessment.
Based on model simulations, it is expected that (132 hours after the spill) 42% is evaporated and
dispersed, and 58% is floating. As a worst case, 4% (400 m3) of the total amount of spilled oil could
beach, posing a threat to coastal habitat/species in the UK and Norway, as indicated by the black
crosses on the coast lines (beached oil) in the figure below. Main identified gaps limiting this refined
assessment are: Tourist beaches (especially the locations of tourist beaches at the Shetlands);
Shipping lanes; Fisheries activity on a time scale shorter than a whole year; Distribution data of birds
and sea mammals, and possibly other biological distribution data. These issues will be addressed
within the main data adequacy report.

Overview of the impacted location after the Brent Delta spill according to the best guess and no regret
simulation.
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Appendix C List of identified data sets
Full ID
RQ.Oil .NS005-Bird feeding
and migration

Project
ID
NS005

RQ.Oil .OS001-GNOME

OS001

DT.Oil .OS002-EMODNET
Gridded Bathymetry

OS002

RQ.Oil .OS003-GSHHG, A
Global Self-consistent,
Hierarchical, High-resolution
Geography Database

OS003

RQ.Oil .OS004NORTHWESTSHELF_ANAL
YSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_0
04_001_b

OS004

Requir
ement

TRUE

URI

Name

Inspire

Bird feeding and migration

3.19 Species
distribution

http://response.restoration.
noaa.gov/oil-andchemical-spills/oilspills/responsetools/gnome.html
http://portal.emodnetbathymetry.eu/

GNOME

EMODNET Gridded Bathymetry

2.1 Elevation

TRUE

http://www.soest.hawaii.ed
u/pwessel/gshhg/

GSHHG, A Global Self-consistent,
Hierarchical, High-resolution Geography
Database

3.15
Oceanographi
c geographical
features

TRUE

http://www.myocean.eu/w
eb/69-myoceaninteractivecatalogue.php?option=co
m_csw&view=details&prod
uct_id=NORTHWESTSHE
LF_ANALYSIS_FORECA
ST_PHYS_004_001_b

NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS_FORECA
ST_PHYS_004_001_b

1.8
Hydrography
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Full ID

Project
ID
OS005

Requir
ement
TRUE

RQ.Oil .OS006-GRIB Files
from GMN Marine Weather
Services

OS006

TRUE

DT.Oil .OS007-MEDSLIK-II,
oil spill model

OS007

RQ.Oil .OS008-Bathing
Water Directive - Status of
bathing water (EEA)

OS008

RQ.Oil .OS009-Natura 2000
data - the European network
of protected sites (EEA)

OS009

DT.Oil .OS010-Natural
England, GIS Digital
Boundary Datasets

OS010

RQ.Oil .OS005WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT
_OBSERVATIONS_012_004

URI

Name

Inspire

http://www.myocean.eu/w
eb/69-myoceaninteractivecatalogue.php?option=co
m_csw&view=details&prod
uct_id=WIND_GLO_WIND
_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIO
NS_012_004
http://www.globalmarinene
t.com/grib_downloads.php

WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIO
NS_012_004

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

GRIB Files from GMN Marine Weather
Services

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

http://gnoo.bo.ingv.it/MED
SLIKII/

MEDSLIK-II, oil spill model

TRUE

http://www.eea.europa.eu/
data-andmaps/data/bathing-waterdirective-status-of-bathingwater-5#tab-europeandata

Bathing Water Directive - Status of bathing
water (EEA)

3.5 Human
health and
safety

TRUE

http://www.eea.europa.eu/
data-andmaps/data/natura-5#tabgis-data

Natura 2000 data - the European network of
protected sites (EEA)

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

http://www.gis.naturalengl
and.org.uk/pubs/gis/GIS_
Register.asp

Natural England, GIS Digital Boundary
Datasets

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
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Full ID
DT.Oil .OS011-Marine
Protected Areas, Norwegian
Environment Agency

Project
ID
OS011

Requir
ement

URI

Name

Inspire

http://kartkatalog.miljodirek
toratet.no/map_catalog_se
rvice.asp?servicename=ve
rn

Marine Protected Areas, Norwegian
Environment Agency

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

http://www.sintef.no/home/
SINTEF-Materials-andChemistry/Aboutus/Departments/Environm
ental-Monitoring-andModelling/
http://www.ens.dk/en/info/
publications/oil-gasproduction-denmarksubsoil-use-2013

DREAM-ParTrack

Citation

DT.Oil .OS012-DREAMParTrack

OS012

DT.Oil .OS013-Oil and Gas
Production in Denmark 2013
and Subsoil Use

OS013

DT.Oil .OS014-SubSeaIQ
website, page specifc to
South Arne

OS014

http://www.subseaiq.com/
data/PrintProject.aspx?pro
ject_id=776&AspxAutoDet
ectCookieSupport=1

SubSeaIQ website, page specifc to South
Arne

DT.Oil .OS015-Review of
models and metocean
databases

OS015

Review of models and metocean databases

Actimar (2015a): OSR-JIP Review of models
and metocean databases, Report № MOC0970-01, V1.2 – 2015/02/23, OGP-IPIECA

DT.Oil .OS016-Validation of
models and
recommendations for their
use in oil spill response

OS016

http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/WP3%20and%20WP
4%20REVIEW%20OF%20
MODELS%20AND%20ME
TOCEAN%20DATABASE
S.pdf
http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/WP3%20and%20WP
4%20RECOMMENDATIO
NS%20ON%20VALIDATI
ON.pdf

Validation of models and recommendations
for their use in oil spill response

Actimar (2015b) OSR-JIP,
Recommendations on validation
Techniques, Report No. MOC-0970-02 V3.1 – Feb. 23, 2015, OGP-IPIECA

Oil and Gas Production in Denmark 2013
and Subsoil Use
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Full ID
DT.Oil .OS017-Common
Operating Picture

Project
ID
OS017

Requir
ement

URI

Name

Inspire

http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/OGPIPIECA%20RP%20for%20
COP%20architecture%20%20release%202.2%20pl
us%20annexes.pdf
http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/JIP%2019%20%20Oil%20characterizatio
n%20Final.pdf
http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/Sensitivity%20Mappi
ng%20revised%20preface
.pdf
http://oilspillresponseproje
ct.org/sites/default/files/upl
oads/Wildlife%20response
%20preparedness.pdf

Common Operating Picture

IPIECA–IOGP (2015): Work Package 5:
Common Operating Picture, Recommended
practice for Common Operating Picture
architecture for oil spill response, final report.
IPIECA–IOGP Oil Spill Response Joint
Industry Project

Guidelines on Oil Characterization

IPIECA-OGP (2013): Guidelines on oil
characterization to inform spill response
decisions. IPIECA-OGP Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project

Sensitivity mapping Guide

PIECA/IMO/OGP (2012): Sensitivity
mapping for oil spill response. OGP Report
Number 477, July 2012.

Wildlife response preparedness

IPIECA-OGP (2014): Wildlife response
preparedness, Good practice guidelines for
incident management and emergency
response personnel. OGP Report Number
516, October 2014

DT.Oil .OS018-Guidelines
on Oil Characterization

OS018

DT.Oil .OS019-Sensitivity
mapping Guide

OS019

DT.Oil .OS020-Wildlife
response preparedness

OS020

DT.Oil .OS021-DMI
BSHcmod

OS021

DMI BSHcmod

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS022-DMI HBM

OS022

DMI HBM

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS023OPTOS/COHERENS

OS023

OPTOS/COHERENS

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS024-DHI MIKE
forecast

OS024

DHI MIKE forecast

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS025-POLCOMS
(AMM, MRCS, Irish Sea)

OS025

POLCOMS (AMM, MRCS, Irish Sea)

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS026-HIROMB

OS026

HIROMB

1.8
Hydrography

Citation
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Full ID
DT.Oil .OS027-FOAM AMM

Project
ID
OS027

Requir
ement

URI

Name

Inspire

FOAM AMM

1.8
Hydrography

DT.Oil .OS028-ALADIN
(Meteo-France)

OS028

ALADIN (Meteo-France)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS029-HIRLAM
(Manufacturer FMI, DMI,
KNMI or MET-Norway)

OS029

HIRLAM (Manufacturer FMI, DMI, KNMI or
MET-Norway)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS030-UKV and
EURO4 (MetOffice UK)

OS030

UKV and EURO4 (MetOffice UK)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS031-COSMO EU
(DWD)

OS031

COSMO EU (DWD)

DT.Oil .OS032-COSMO
(IMGW, Poland)

OS032

COSMO (IMGW, Poland)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions
3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS033-SKIRON
(Univ. of Athens, Greece)

OS033

SKIRON (Univ. of Athens, Greece)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS034-NEXTRA
(Ocean weather inc.)

OS034

NEXTRA (Ocean weather inc.)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

DT.Oil .OS035-NORA10
(MET-Norway)

OS035

NORA10 (MET-Norway)

3.13
Atmospheric
conditions

Citation
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Full ID
RQ.Oil .OS036-R Project for
Statistical Computing

Project
ID
OS036

Requir
ement
TRUE

URI

Name

https://www.r-project.org/

R Project for Statistical Computing

https://www.rstudio.com/

R Studio

Inspire

R, The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna

DT.Oil .OS037-R Studio

OS037

RQ.Oil .OS038-Python

OS038

TRUE

https://www.python.org/

Python

RQ.Oil .OS039-ArcGIS ESRI

OS039

TRUE

http://www.esri.com/

ArcGIS - ESRI

DT.Oil .OS040-ncBrowse

OS040

http://www.epic.noaa.gov/j
ava/ncBrowse/

ncBrowse

DT.Oil .OS041-European
Coastline 2013 (updated
2015)

OS041

http://www.eea.europa.eu/
data-and-maps/data/eeacoastline-for-analysis-1

European Coastline 2013 (updated 2015)

2.1 Elevation

DT.Oil .OS042-Maritime
Boundaries 2005

OS042

http://www.eea.europa.eu/
data-andmaps/data/maritimeboundaries

Maritime Boundaries 2005

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

RQ.Oil .OS043-EU SeaMap
- Seabed Habitat

OS043

http://www.emodnetseabedhabitats.eu/

EU SeaMap - Seabed Habitat

3.18 Habitats
and biotopes

DT.Oil .OS044NoordzeeLoket - Natura2000
Noordzee

OS044

http://www.noordzeeloket.
nl/projecten/noordzeenatura-2000/

NoordzeeLoket - Natura2000 Noordzee

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

TRUE

Citation
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Full ID
DT.Oil .OS045-ICES
Working Group on Spatial
Fisheries Data

Project
ID
OS045

Requir
ement

URI

Name

Inspire

http://www.ices.dk/commu
nity/groups/Pages/WGSF
D.aspx

ICES Working Group on Spatial Fisheries
Data

3.4 Land use

DT.Oil .OS046FerryTravel.com

OS046

https://www.ferrytravel.co
m/ferries-ferry-tonorway.htm

FerryTravel.com

1.7 Transport
networks

DT.Oil .OS047MarineTraffic.com (AIS)

OS047

https://www.marinetraffic.c
om/en/ais/

MarineTraffic.com (AIS)

1.7 Transport
networks

DT.Oil .OS048-Obis SeaMap

OS048

http://seamap.env.duke.ed
u/

Obis SeaMap

3.19 Species
distribution

DT.Oil .OS049VisitNorway.com

OS049

https://www.visitnorway.co
m/maps/

VisitNorway.com

DT.Oil .OS050RegionStavangerAttractionsBeachesAndBathing

OS050

http://www.regionstavange
r.com/en/Attractions/Beac
hes-and-bathing/

RegionStavanger-AttractionsBeachesAndBathing

3.4 Land use

DT.Oil .OS051Jærstrendene
(ProtectedArea)

OS051

http://www.miljodirektorate
t.no/old/dirnat/attachment/
28/Rapport%2020071b%20Emerald%20rappor
t%20engelsk.pdf

Jærstrendene (ProtectedArea)

DT.Oil .OS052NationalMPA_Norway_back
ground

OS052

http://www.naturbase.no

NationalMPA_Norway_background

3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units
3.11 Area
management /
restriction /
regulation
zones &
reporting units

Citation
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Full ID
DT.Oil .OS053-Seabird
distribution

Project
ID
OS053

Requir
ement

URI

Name

Inspire

Citation

http://library.wur.nl/WebQu
ery/wurpubs/482985

Seabird distribution

3.19 Species
distribution

Leopold, M.F.; Boonman, M.; Collier, M.P.;
Davaasuren, N.; Jongbloed, R.H.; Lagerveld,
S.; Wal, J.T. van der; Scholl, M.M. 2014. A
first approach to deal with cumulative effects
on birds and bats of offshore wind farms and
other human activities in the southern North
Sea. Den Burg : IMARES (Report / IMARES
Wageningen UR C166/14) - 188 p.

Rasmus Nielsen, Francois Bastardie, Lene
Buhl-Mortensen, Ole Eigaard, Aysun
Gümüş, Niels Hintzen, Stefanos Kavadas,
Pascal Laffargue, Baptiste Mengual , Emilio
Notti, Nadia Papadoupoulou, Hans Polet,
David Reid, Adriaan D. Rijnsdorp, MarieJoëlle Rochet, Alexandre Robert, Antonello
Sala, Chris Smith, Massimo Virgili, Mustafa
Zengin . 2014. Report on assessing trawling
impact in regional seas, Benthis, Deliverable
7.6 (September 2014), IMARES, IJmuiden,
the Netherlands.

DT.Oil .OS054-BenthisTrawlingImpactAssessment

OS054

http://www.benthis.eu/en/b
enthis/Results.htm

Benthis-TrawlingImpactAssessment

3.4 Land use

DT.Oil .OS055-Shetland.orgBeaches

OS055

http://www.shetland.org/thi
ngs/explorenature/beaches

Shetland.org-Beaches

3.4 Land use

DT.Oil .OS057ListOfCrudeOilProductsWikiPedia.org

OS057

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
/List_of_crude_oil_product
s

ListOfCrudeOilProducts-WikiPedia.org

DT.Oil .OS058CrudeOilAssaysEkofiskBlend-StatOil

OS058

http://www.statoil.com/en/
OurOperations/TradingPro
ducts/CrudeOil/Crudeoilas
says/Pages/EkofiskBlend.
aspx

CrudeOilAssays-EkofiskBlend-StatOil
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Appendix D Data valuation
NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

RQ.Wind.OS001-GNOME

Used

Contribution

True

Location

True

Model selected to calculate oil spill trajectory
Model is applicable to any location provided it is fed the
correct inputs

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Gridded bathymetry data needed to refine coastline data
(a.o. emerging sand banks/mud flats)

Location

True

Data set covers north sea region

Commercial

True

Open government licence - no fee

Attributes

True

Spatial resolution sufficient for oil spill challenge

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Data can be downloaded from website
GIS format, suited for post-analysis as per design of Oil
Spill Challenge

Contribution

True

Location

True

North Sea is available (global cover)

Commercial

True

Open source

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Wind.OS007-MEDSLIK-II, oil spill model

Suitable

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS002-EMODNET Gridded Bathymetry

Used

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS003-GSHHG, A Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, Highresolution Geography Database
NSC-003-Oil

Used

Open government licence - no fee
Shoreline, currents and wind observed and/or predicted
are the basic data requirements

Alternative model, suitable but already known to be in
use for the Med.
Model adaptable to Norh Sea, but appeared more
difficult than first choice
Code available/accessible for free

Required data (as input) for running the GNOME model
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

RQ.Oil .OS004NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_004_001_b

Consideration

Used

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS005WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_012_004

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Used

NSC-003-Oil

Used
RQ.Oil .OS008-Bathing Water Directive - Status of bathing water (EEA)

Current data set (strength and direction)
North Sea is covered, as part of the Northwest Atlantic
Shelf, forecast is 5 days into the future.
MyOcean.EU is free of cost
Conversion required for use with GNOME (r-script
written for this purpose)
Registration required, but free of cost and quick

Wind data set (strength and direction), observed!
Location

True

North Sea is covered, as part of the Northwest Atlantic
Shelf, observations upto 1 day in the past.

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

MyOcean.EU is free of cost
Conversion and merging required for use with GNOME
(r-script written for this purpose)

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS006-GRIB Files from GMN Marine Weather Services

ValueCrireriaReason

Registration required, but free of cost and quick

Wind data set (strength and direction), observed!
North Sea is covered (global cover available), forecast
is 5 days into the future
free service
Conversion and merging required for use with GNOME
(r-script written for this purpose)
online - can be saved as a pdf
can be used? - FINO conference slides from Hamberg
2011
EEA collated data set on bathing water quality across
Europe, based on reporting by member states.
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS009-Natura 2000 data - the European network of protected
sites (EEA)

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS010-Natural England, GIS Digital Boundary Datasets

Considered

NSC-003-Oil

Considered

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Location

True

Europe-wide, so North Sea covered.

Commercial

True

Freely downloadable from EEA-website

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

EEA collate data set on Natura 2000 protected area,
including Marine Protected Ares in the North Sea.

Location

True

Europe-wide including North Sea

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Freely downloadable from EEA-website
comprehensive set of attributes available from
companion database (species, habitats etc.)

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

used to evaluate completeness of MPA's as per
Natura2000 for England.

Location

True

England and English waters

Commercial

True

free

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

Usability

True

Contribution

True

used to evaluate completeness of MPA's as per
Natura2000 for Norway, based on pre-existing data sets
collated for the WindSpeed-project

Location

True

Norway and Norwegian waters, including the North Sea

Commercial

True

free

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

easy?
Alternative model, suitable and original choice, but too
expensive due to licensing changes.

DT.Oil .OS011-Marine Protected Areas, Norwegian Environment Agency
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS012-DREAM-ParTrack

Suitable

downloadable gis-data sets
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS013-Oil and Gas Production in Denmark 2013 and Subsoil
Use

Used

NSC-003-Oil

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Location

True

Commercial

False

Annual license was introduced 1-1-2014 @ € 25.000,00,
which was prohibitive for use in this project.

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

-

Usability

True

-

Contribution

True

Data from regular national report used to determine oil
spill amount for rehearsal of oil spill challenge.

Location

True

Commercial

True

-

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

-

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Information used to determine oil type for South Arne,
not taken at fac value, but substantiated with information
from other web sources (API, WIKIpedia etc.). The
geology mentioned here also links to the Danish
reporting on oil and gas production (OS013).

Location

True

-

Commercial

True

-

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

-

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

The review is used to check the selected databases and
models. Because models and databases were already
selected for the challenge at the time the report was
published, the information was only used to evaluate out
choices
The report has a global coverage; the North Sea is one
of the regions considered

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

-

DT.Oil .OS014-SubSeaIQ website, page specifc to South Arne
NSC-003-Oil

Considered
DT.Oil .OS015-Review of models and metocean databases
NSC-003-Oil

ValueCrireriaReason
IMARES has used DREAM (as part of MEMW) in earlier
projects in the North Sea
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

DT.Oil .OS016-Validation of models and recommendations for their use
in oil spill response

Consideration

Considered

NSC-003-Oil

Considered

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Delivery

True

Usability

False

-

Contribution

True

This report could be relevant for this challenge but is not
used because it was published after our modelling work

Location

False

-

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

Delivery

True

Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Location

True

Not location specific

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

Delivery

True

Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Location

True

Not location specific

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

Delivery

True

Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

Usability

False

DT.Oil .OS017-Common Operating Picture
NSC-003-Oil

Considered
DT.Oil .OS018-Guidelines on Oil Characterization
NSC-003-Oil

ValueCrireriaReason
Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

This report describes a common picture of an oil spill
situation for different organizations that have different
views of the spill so that they all can deal with it
collectively. The report also describes a COP from an
information viewpoint thus describing information that
should be included when addressing an oil spill. The list
of information is acknowledged but there was no need
to include (additional) information

This report describes guidelines on oil characterization.
However, the GNOME model which is used in this
challenge uses a number predefined oil types thus
characterisation guidelines are not relevant

-
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set
DT.Oil .OS019-Sensitivity mapping Guide

Consideration

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Considered

Contribution

True

Location

True

Not location specific

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

Delivery

True

Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

Usability

False

Contribution

False

Location

False

-

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

False

Delivery

True

Report can be downloaded from the Oil Spill Response
Joint Industry Project website

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS020-Wildlife response preparedness

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS021-DMI BSHcmod

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS022-DMI HBM

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS023-OPTOS/COHERENS

NotConsidered

ValueCrireriaReason
This report is used to check the characteristics of the
map produced by the challenge

Wildlife response is not part of the oil platform leak
challenge
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS024-DHI MIKE forecast

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS025-POLCOMS (AMM, MRCS, Irish Sea)

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS026-HIROMB
NSC-003-Oil

NotConsidered

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Location

True

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

ValueCrireriaReason
Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Suitable

Contribution

False

Location

True

Not used or considered as such but included in model
chain of selected Copernicus (CMEMS) product
Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

DT.Oil .OS027-FOAM AMM
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS028-ALADIN (Meteo-France)

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

NotConsidered
DT.Oil .OS029-HIRLAM (Manufacturer FMI, DMI, KNMI or MET-Norway)
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS030-UKV and EURO4 (MetOffice UK)
NSC-003-Oil

NotConsidered
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

DT.Oil .OS031-COSMO EU (DWD)

NotConsidered

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

False

Location

True

Selected for the North Sea region by the Oil Spill
Response Joint Industry Project

Commercial

False

-

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS032-COSMO (IMGW, Poland)

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS033-SKIRON (Univ. of Athens, Greece)

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS034-NEXTRA (Ocean weather inc.)

NotConsidered

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS035-NORA10 (MET-Norway)
NSC-003-Oil

NotConsidered

ValueCrireriaReason
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Attributes

False

-

Delivery

False

-

Usability

False

-

Contribution

True

Programming language (Open Source) used to prepare
input files for GNOME (trajectory modelling)

Location

Null

Not applicable

Commercial

True

Open source, free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

IDE for R, gives a more convenient and appealling user
interface to R

Location

Null

Not applicable

Commercial

True

Open source, free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Scripting language, CMEMS download client uses this,
as does ArcGIS

Location

Null

Not applicable

Commercial

True

Open source, free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

-

Contribution

True

Geographical Information System

Location

Null

Commercial

False

Not applicable
Licensed, commercial software, high cost (but already
available and well-known)

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

False

Regularly in use at IMARES and WUR, already
installed. New buy and install could require a bit of time.

RQ.Oil .OS036-R Project for Statistical Computing
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS037-R Studio

Used

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS038-Python

Used

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS039-ArcGIS - ESRI
NSC-003-Oil

Used
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

DT.Oil .OS040-ncBrowse

Consideration

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS041-European Coastline 2013 (updated 2015)

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS042-Maritime Boundaries 2005

Considered

NSC-003-Oil

RQ.Oil .OS043-EU SeaMap - Seabed Habitat

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS044-NoordzeeLoket - Natura2000 Noordzee
NSC-003-Oil

Considered

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Program to view and diagnose NetCDF files (delivery
format from a.o. Copernicus (CMEMS)

Location

False

Not applicable

Commercial

True

Open source, free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

-

Contribution

True

Location

True

EEA-data set, including Norway of coastlines
Data set covers North Sea region, and wider area of
Europe

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

EEA-data set, maritime boundaries not an issue during
challenge
Data set covers North Sea region, and wider area of
Europe

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

-

Contribution

True

Seabed habitats provided by EmodNet

Location

True

Data set covers North Sea region, and more of Europe

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Not needed as no oil spills in this area were part of the
challenge

Location

True

Data set covers part (Dutch sector) of the North Sea
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

DT.Oil .OS045-ICES Working Group on Spatial Fisheries Data

Consideration

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS046-FerryTravel.com

Suitable

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS047-MarineTraffic.com (AIS)

Suitable

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS048-Obis SeaMap
NSC-003-Oil

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Location

True

Deployed to confirm presence of fishing activity in the
area of the oil spill
Data set covers North Sea region, and wider area of
Europe

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Direct download, not easy to find

Usability

True

Contribution

True

Website used to confirm presence of ferry route(s) near
oil spill

Location

True

Covers the area of interest

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

-

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Not available as geographical data set
Website used to demonstrate presence of shipping in
the area

Location

True

Commercial

False

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

-

Usability

False

Not available as geographical data set

Contribution

True

WebMapping capabilities used

Location

True

-

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

WebMapping capabilities used

Global coverage
Actual AIS-data is not available for free, viewing of
website is.
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

DT.Oil .OS049-VisitNorway.com

Consideration

Used

NSC-003-Oil

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Usability

False

Not available as geographical data set

Contribution

True

WebMap used to illustrate presence of bathing location

Location

True

Norway and Norwegian waters, including the North Sea

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Free
Relevant information on location and presence of
bathing locations along the Norwegian coast

Delivery

True

WebMap used to illustrate presence of bathing location

Usability

False

Not available as geographical data set

Contribution

True

DT.Oil .OS050-RegionStavanger-Attractions-BeachesAndBathing
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS051-Jærstrendene (ProtectedArea)

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS052-NationalMPA_Norway_background
NSC-003-Oil

Used

WebMap used to illustrate presence of bathing location
Website with local information on bathing locations, near
Stavanger

Location

True

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Delivery

True

WebMap used to illustrate presence of bathing location

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Not available as geographical data set
Background information on the protected values at this
site

Location

True

Website with local information

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

Relevant information to assess vulnerability to oil spills

Delivery

True

-

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Not available as geographical data set
Background information on the protected values at this
site

Location

True

Website with local information

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

Relevant information to assess vulnerability to oil spills

Delivery

True

-

Usability

False

Not available as geographical data set

Free
Relevant information on location and presence of
bathing locations along the Norwegian coast
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

Consideration

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

Used

Contribution

True

Location

True

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

False

Usability

True

Currently not downloadable for outside parties
Data set shows density distribution of several seabirds
species, for 6 bimonthly periods (ca. 25 yrs. of data
included)

Contribution

True

Location

True

Commercial

True

Free

Attributes

True

-

Delivery

True

Report is available for direct download

Usability

False

Contribution

True

Not available as geographical data set
Background information indicating presence of bathing
location on the Shetland islands

Location

True

Website with local information

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Free
Relevant information on location and presence of
bathing locations along the Shetland islands

Delivery

True

-

Usability

False

Not available as geographical data set

Contribution

Null

same as DT.Oil.OS013

Location

Null

-

Commercial

Null

-

Attributes

Null

-

Delivery

Null

-

DT.Oil .OS053-Seabird distribution

NSC-003-Oil

Used
DT.Oil .OS054-Benthis-TrawlingImpactAssessment
NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS055-Shetland.org-Beaches

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS056-Oil and Gas Production in Denmark 2013
NSC-003-Oil

Null

ValueCrireriaReason
Seabird distribution data set (29 species), covering
ICES area IV and III, data from ESAS and NLgovernment (Min.I&M)
North Sea mostly covered, English Channel and
northern most areas required for this particular
challenge not covered.
Data set generated at IMARES, processed with data
from third parties (ESAS, Min. I&M)

Report with valuable printed maps showing presence of
fishing vessels in the area of the challenge.
Much larger area of North-East Atlantic covered in
report
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NSC-003-Oil

Data Set

DT.Oil .OS057-ListOfCrudeOilProducts-WikiPedia.org

Consideration

Used

NSC-003-Oil

DT.Oil .OS058-CrudeOilAssays-EkofiskBlend-StatOil
NSC-003-Oil

Used

ValueCriteria

VCFlag

ValueCrireriaReason

Usability

Null

Contribution

True

Background information on characteristics of the oil type
being spilled

Location

Null

Not data that is geographic by nature

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Free
Relevant attributes found and used for selecting best
matching oil type in GNOME

Delivery

True

Website

Usability

Null

Contribution

True

Background information on characteristics of the oil type
being spilled

Location

Null

Not data that is geographic by nature

Commercial

True

Attributes

True

Free
Relevant attributes found and used for selecting best
matching oil type in GNOME

Delivery

True

Website

Usability

Null

-
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Appendix E r scripts
The following section presents the source code of both r scripts as used for the project. They are
working code, with minor adjustments made before inclusion in this appendix. The main adjustment
made has been a change of path references to <yourpathgoeshere>
Script 1: merge grib-forecast with MyOcean hindcast to netCDF v03.r
Script 2: convert MyOcean netCDF to GNOME netCDF.r
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Script 1: merge grib-forecast with MyOcean hindcast to netCDF v03.r

#http://www.globalmarinenet.com/grib_downloads.php
require(raster)
require(rgdal)
require(zoo)
require(maps)
require(RNetCDF)
require(abind)
#setwd("D:/IMARESfiles/GapsSeaBasinObservation/WP4 Oil Spill Challenge/Data en
conversie/wind")
setwd("<yourpathgoeshere>")
# Filenames of forecasts from http://www.globalmarinenet.com/grib_downloads.php
# These names should start with date: yyyy-mm-dd
#fnameFore
<- c("2014-05-11 NorthEurope.wind.7day.grb",
#
"2014-05-12 NorthEurope.wind.7day.grb",
#
"2014-05-13 NorthEurope.wind.7day.grb",
#
"2014-05-14 NorthEurope.wind.7day.grb")
fnameFore
<- c("wind-NorthEurope.7day_20151025.grb",
"wind-NorthEurope.7day_20151026.grb",
"wind-NorthEurope.7day_20151027.grb",
"wind-NorthEurope.7day_20151028.grb")
# Filename of hindcast from MyOcean
#fnameHind
<- "GLO-BLENDED_WIND_L4-V3-OBS_FULL_TIME_SERIE_1400138598849
2014-05-15.nc"
fnameHind
<- "GLO-BLENDED_WIND_L4-V3-OBS_FULL_TIME_SERIE_20151029.nc"
# Filename for the merged output file
fnameMerged
<- "Wind_merged.nc"
# define the desired origin for the time object in the output file
# A relatevely recent date is used here, as GNOME can't handle origings far in
the past
des_orig
<- c(2011,1,1)
desired_origin <- as.numeric(as.POSIXct(0, "UTC", origin=sprintf("%i-%02i-%02i",
des_orig[1], des_orig[2], des_orig[3])))
fill_NA <- function(m)
{
select1
<- apply(m, 1, function(x) sum(is.na(x)) != length(x))
select2
<- apply(m, 2, function(x) sum(is.na(x)) != length(x))
m1
<- m
m2
<- m
m1[select1,] <- t(na.approx(t(m[select1,]), rule = 2))
m2[,select2] <na.approx( m[,select2], rule = 2)
return (m1 + m2)/2
}
# read the hindcast file:
nc_in
<- open.nc(fnameHind)
timeHind
<- var.get.nc(nc_in, "time")
tOriginHind
<- unlist(strsplit(att.get.nc(nc_in, "time", "units"), "[ ]"))
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tFactHind
<- switch(which(tOriginHind[1] == c("days", "hours", "minutes",
"seconds")), 24*60*60, 60*60, 60, 1)
tOriginHind
<- paste(tOriginHind[-1:-2], collapse = " ")
timeHind
<- as.numeric(as.POSIXct(timeHind*tFactHind, tz = "UTC", origin =
tOriginHind))
lonHind
<- var.get.nc(nc_in, "longitude")
latHind
<- var.get.nc(nc_in, "latitude")
air_u_Hind
<- var.get.nc(nc_in, "eastward_wind")
air_v_Hind
<- var.get.nc(nc_in, "northward_wind")
#close the hind cast file as all required data is read
close.nc(nc_in)
#Extract time series from the forecast files
timeFore <- NULL
for (fname in fnameFore)
{
meta_dat <- NULL
meta_dat <- system(paste("\"", gsub("[/]", "\\\\", getwd()), "\\grib to
asc\\wgrib.exe\" \"", gsub("[/]", "\\\\", getwd()), "\\", fname, "\"", sep = ""),
intern = T)
meta_dat <- meta_dat[unlist(lapply(gregexpr("[:]", meta_dat), length)) > 2]
meta_dat <- t(matrix(unlist(strsplit(meta_dat, "[:]")), ncol =
length(meta_dat)))
ref
<- paste("20", substr(meta_dat[,3], 3, 4), "-", substr(meta_dat[,3],
5, 6), "-",
substr(meta_dat[,3], 7, 8), " ", substr(meta_dat[,3], 9, 10),
":00:00", sep = "")
print(paste(fname, ref[1]))
tm
<- as.numeric(gsub("anl", "0", gsub("hr fcst", "", meta_dat[,13])))
# time is UTC
timeFore <- cbind(timeFore, unique(as.POSIXct(tm*60*60, "UTC", origin=ref)))
}
# order filenames by the last date in the forecast:
fnameFore <- fnameFore[order(timeFore[nrow(timeFore),])]
timeFore <- timeFore[,order(timeFore[nrow(timeFore),])]
# loop the forecast files (from most recent to least recent) and include only the
data
# to be used (i.e., remove overlapping time data). It is assumed that the grids
in all
# forecast files are identical
timeForeTemp
<- timeFore
timeFore
<- NULL
lonFore
<- NULL
latFore
<- NULL
air_u_Fore
<- NULL
air_v_Fore
<- NULL
for (i in length(fnameFore):1)
{
grib <- NULL
grib <- readGDAL(fnameFore[i])
grib@data[grib@data > 1000] <- NA
lonFore <- grib@grid@cellcentre.offset[1] + ((1:grib@grid@cells.dim[1]) 0.5)*grib@grid@cellsize[1]
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latFore <- grib@grid@cellcentre.offset[2] + ((1:grib@grid@cells.dim[2]) 0.5)*grib@grid@cellsize[2]
grib_udat
<- array(unlist(grib@data[(1:(length(names(grib))/2))*2 - 1]),
dim = c(length(lonFore), length(latFore), nrow(timeForeTemp)))
grib_udat
<- grib_udat[,length(latFore):1,]
grib_vdat
<- array(unlist(grib@data[(1:(length(names(grib))/2))*2]), dim =
c(length(lonFore), length(latFore), nrow(timeForeTemp)))
grib_vdat
<- grib_vdat[,length(latFore):1,]
if (is.null(timeFore))
{
timeFore
<- timeForeTemp[,i]
air_u_Fore <- grib_udat
air_v_Fore <- grib_vdat
} else
{
selection <- (timeForeTemp[,i] < min(timeFore))
timeFore
<- c(timeForeTemp[selection, i], timeFore)
air_u_Fore <- abind(grib_udat[,,selection], air_u_Fore, along = 3)
air_v_Fore <- abind(grib_vdat[,,selection], air_v_Fore, along = 3)
}
}
selection
air_u_Fore
air_v_Fore
timeFore

<<<<-

(timeFore > max(timeHind))
air_u_Fore[,,selection]
air_v_Fore[,,selection]
timeFore[selection]

# Fill the NA gaps with values through inter- and extrapolation
for (i in 1:length(timeHind))
{
air_u_Hind[,,i] <- fill_NA(air_u_Hind[,,i])
air_v_Hind[,,i] <- fill_NA(air_v_Hind[,,i])
}
for (i in 1:length(timeFore))
{
air_u_Fore[,,i] <- fill_NA(air_u_Fore[,,i])
air_v_Fore[,,i] <- fill_NA(air_v_Fore[,,i])
}
# Resample the forecast to the same grid (with higher resolution) as the hind
cast,
# for this purpose, the timesteps have to be looped
air_u_merged <- array(dim = c(dim(air_u_Hind)[1:2], dim(air_u_Fore)[3]))
air_v_merged <- array(dim = c(dim(air_v_Hind)[1:2], dim(air_v_Fore)[3]))
# create a raster of hind cast
rasterHind
<- raster(matrix(NA, length(latHind), length(lonHind)),
min(lonHind), max(lonHind), min(latHind), max(latHind),
crs = CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))
for (i in 1:(dim(air_u_Fore)[3]))
{
raster_u
<- raster(t(air_u_Fore[,dim(air_u_Fore)[2]:1, i]),
min(lonFore), max(lonFore), min(latFore),
max(latFore),
crs = CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))
air_u_merged[,,i] <- t(as.matrix(resample(raster_u,
rasterHind)))[,dim(air_u_Hind)[2]:1]
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raster_v

<- raster(t(air_v_Fore[,dim(air_v_Fore)[2]:1, i]),
min(lonFore), max(lonFore), min(latFore),

max(latFore),
crs = CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))
air_v_merged[,,i] <- t(as.matrix(resample(raster_v,
rasterHind)))[,dim(air_v_Hind)[2]:1]
print(i)
}
# Now that we've got both sets in the same grid, we can merge the two sets:
# also, the hindcast from MyOcean appears to be a factor 100 too high, and needs
to be negated
air_u_merged <- abind(-air_u_Hind/100, air_u_merged, along = 3)
air_v_merged <- abind(-air_v_Hind/100, air_v_merged, along = 3)
timeMerged
<- c(timeHind, timeFore)
lonMerged
<- lonHind
latMerged
<- latHind
# Now save the merged data in a format that GNOME can work with:
nc <- create.nc(fnameMerged)
dim.def.nc(nc, "time", length(timeMerged))
var.def.nc(nc, "time", "NC_DOUBLE", "time")
var.put.nc(nc, "time", (as.numeric(timeMerged) - desired_origin)/(60*60), 1,
length(timeMerged))
att.put.nc(nc, "time", "units",
"NC_CHAR", paste("hours since",
sprintf("%i-%02i-%02i", des_orig[1], des_orig[2], des_orig[3]), "00:00:00.0
00:00"))
att.put.nc(nc, "time", "_CoordinateAxisType", "NC_CHAR", "Time")
att.put.nc(nc, "time", "axis",
"NC_CHAR", "T")
att.put.nc(nc, "time", "long_name",
"NC_CHAR", "time in UTC")
att.put.nc(nc, "time", "standard_name",
"NC_CHAR", "time")
dim.def.nc(nc,
var.def.nc(nc,
var.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,

"lon",
"lon",
"lon",
"lon",
"lon",
"lon",
"lon",
"lon",

length(lonMerged))
"NC_DOUBLE", "lon")
lonMerged, 1, length(lonMerged))
"standard_name",
"NC_CHAR",
"long_name",
"NC_CHAR",
"units",
"NC_CHAR",
"axis",
"NC_CHAR",
"_CoordinateAxisType", "NC_CHAR",

"longitude")
"longitude")
"degrees_east")
"X")
"Lon")

dim.def.nc(nc,
var.def.nc(nc,
var.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,

"lat",
"lat",
"lat",
"lat",
"lat",
"lat",
"lat",
"lat",

length(latMerged))
"NC_DOUBLE", "lat")
latMerged, 1, length(latMerged))
"standard_name",
"NC_CHAR",
"long_name",
"NC_CHAR",
"units",
"NC_CHAR",
"axis",
"NC_CHAR",
"_CoordinateAxisType", "NC_CHAR",

"latitude")
"latitude")
"degrees_north")
"Y")
"Lat")

att.put.nc(nc, "NC_GLOBAL", "grid_type", "NC_CHAR", "REGULAR")
att.put.nc(nc, "NC_GLOBAL", "base_date", "NC_INT", des_orig)
var.def.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,

"air_u",
"air_u",
"air_u",
"air_u",

"NC_DOUBLE", c("lon",
"_FillValue",
"missing_value",
"long_name",

"lat", "time"))
"NC_DOUBLE", -32767)
"NC_DOUBLE", -32767)
"NC_CHAR", "Eastward Air Velocity")
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att.put.nc(nc, "air_u", "units",
att.put.nc(nc, "air_u", "scale_factor",
att.put.nc(nc, "air_u", "add_offset",

"NC_CHAR", "m/s")
"NC_DOUBLE", 1)
"NC_DOUBLE", 0)

var.put.nc(nc, "air_u", air_u_merged)
var.def.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,
att.put.nc(nc,

"air_v",
"air_v",
"air_v",
"air_v",
"air_v",
"air_v",

"NC_DOUBLE", c("lon",
"_FillValue",
"missing_value",
"units",
"scale_factor",
"add_offset",

"lat", "time"))
"NC_DOUBLE", -32767)
"NC_DOUBLE", -32767)
"NC_CHAR", "m/s")
"NC_DOUBLE", 1)
"NC_DOUBLE", 0)

var.put.nc(nc, "air_v", air_v_merged)
close.nc(nc)
# Show the maximum gap found in time in the merged dataset
cat(paste("Maximum gap found in time in the merged dataset:\n",
max(diff(as.POSIXlt(timeMerged, "1970-01-01", tz = "UTC"))), "\n",
"Should be no more than 6 hours if everything went OK\n", sep = ""))
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Script 2: convert MyOcean netCDF to GNOME netCDF.r

#http://data.ncof.co.uk/mis-gatewayservlet/Motu?action=listcatalog&service=http://purl.org/myocean/ontology/service/
database%23NORTHWESTSHELF_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_004_001_b
require(RNetCDF)
require(zoo)
#setwd("D:/IMARESfiles/GapsSeaBasinObservation/WP4 Oil Spill Challenge/Data en
conversie")
setwd("<yourpathgoeshere>")
#file.in <- "currents/MetO-NWS-PHYS-hi-Agg_1376387950724.nc"
#file.in <- "currents/MetO-NWS-PHYS-hi-Agg_1396362741576.nc"
#file.in <- "currents/MetO-NWS-PHYS-hi-Agg_1399964136635.nc"
#file.out <- "currents/convertedMay2014w1.nc"
file.in <- "currents/Meto-NWS-PHYS-hi-Agg_20151029.nc"
file.out <- "currents/convertedOct2015w4.nc"
file.copy(file.in, file.out, T)
nc <- open.nc(file.out, write = T)
#as a check show the dimensios and variables:
print.nc(nc)
# The original ncdf also has a dimension depth, which is not expected by GNOME.
# If this poses a problem then adjust to select only the top layer.
# The following global attributes are set for GNOME
att.put.nc(nc, "NC_GLOBAL", "grid_type", "NC_CHAR", "REGULAR")
var.rename.nc(nc, "vozocrtx", "water_u")
var.rename.nc(nc, "vomecrty", "water_v")
#Inter- and extrapolate u-currents near coastlines
temp <- var.get.nc(nc, "water_u")
#loop depth-dimension
for (i in 1:dim(temp)[3])
{
#loop time-dimension
for (j in 1:dim(temp)[4])
{
m <- temp[,,i,j]
sel_col <- apply(m, 2, function(x) sum(is.na(x))!=length(x))
sel_row <- apply(m, 1, function(x) sum(is.na(x))!=length(x))
m1 <- na.approx(m[,sel_col], rule = 2)
m2 <- t(na.approx(t(m[sel_row,]), rule = 2))
m3 <- m
m4 <- m
m3[,sel_col] <- m1
m4[sel_row,] <- m2
m5 <- (m3 + m4)/2
temp[,,i,j] <- m5
}
}
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var.put.nc(nc, "water_u", temp)
#Inter- and extrapolate v-currents near coastlines
temp <- var.get.nc(nc, "water_v")
#loop depth-dimension
for (i in 1:dim(temp)[3])
{
#loop time-dimension
for (j in 1:dim(temp)[4])
{
m <- temp[,,i,j]
sel_col <- apply(m, 2, function(x) sum(is.na(x))!=length(x))
sel_row <- apply(m, 1, function(x) sum(is.na(x))!=length(x))
m1 <- na.approx(m[,sel_col], rule = 2)
m2 <- t(na.approx(t(m[sel_row,]), rule = 2))
m3 <- m
m4 <- m
m3[,sel_col] <- m1
m4[sel_row,] <- m2
m5 <- (m3 + m4)/2
temp[,,i,j] <- m5
}
}
var.put.nc(nc, "water_v", temp)
close.nc(nc)
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‘To explore the potential of marine nature to improve the quality of life’
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The Wageningen Marine Research mission
• To conduct research with the aim of acquiring knowledge and offering
advice on the sustainable management and use of marine and coastal
areas.
• Wageningen Marine Research is an independent, leading scientific
research institute
Wageningen Marine Research is part of the international knowledge
organisation Wageningen UR (University & Research centre). Within
Wageningen UR, nine specialised research institutes of the DLO Foundation
have joined forces with Wageningen University to help answer the most
important questions in the domain of healthy food and living environment.
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